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ALZAYANI INVEMENTS
AND ZAYANI MOTORS
JOIN TO CELEBRATE
THE KINGDOM’S
NATIONAL DAY
Following our commitment to
give back, Alzayani Investments Group and Zayani Motors hosted a special National
Day celebration to bring joy
and smiles to the children from
Shaikhan Al Farsi Center for Total Communication.

Dear Al Intilaqa readers,
On behalf of the senior management and all members
of the group companies, I take this opportunity to wish
all our valued customers a very Happy New Year and
hope that it will be a year full of goodness and joys.
We meet with you again with the new issue of our
quarterly magazine “Al Intilaqa”. We thank you for
your interest in our magazine that follows up on the
latest activities, news and events of Al Zayani Investments Group. We also greatly appreciate the trust of
our loyal customers.
Last month, the Kingdom of Bahrain celebrated its
50th jubilee National Day, in commemoration of the
establishment of the modern Bahraini State as an Arab
and Muslim state, and the anniversary of His Majesty
the King’s Accession to the Throne. I am pleased to
extend our congratulations and most sincere wishes to HM King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, King of the
Kingdom of Bahrain and to HRH Prince Salman bin
Hamad Al Khalifa, Crown Prince and Prime Minister
and I pray to God Almighty to keep these happy and
glorious occasions recurring to them with good health
and well-being and to the honourable Bahraini people
with more progress in this prosperous era.
Euro Motors held the official launch party for the allnew Range Rover and organized its first presentation
and showcase to the public exclusively at the Bahrain
International Circuit on November 15, 2021. The ceremony welcomed more than 400 VIPs and numerous
guests who attended the official launch of the latest
version of the Land Rover family.
Meanwhile, and in line with the Group’s corporate social responsibility, Euro Motors, which is the exclusive
importer and distributor of luxury Jaguar and Land
Rover cars in the Kingdom of Bahrain organized a
breast cancer awareness event in cooperation with
Bahrain Specialist Hospital as part of the “Think Pink”

initiative. This occurred last October in
conjunction with Breast Cancer Awareness Month to
raise awareness for this common disease and provide
the necessary information to educate the Company’s
female employees about the importance of early testing and detection.
As part of its keenness to provide exclusive offers to
its customers, First Motors - Hyundai Bahrain, the official distributor of the Genesis brand in the Kingdom
of Bahrain, launched a group of new deals during
end of the year. This provided the customers with
the opportunity to enjoy driving their favorite Genesis car with offers that included a variety of benefits.
For instance, every customer who buys their dream
car gets a service contract for five years or 100,000
km, which covers all maintenance work to ensure a
distinctive, comfortable, and hassle-free ownership
experience.
Furthermore, First Motors organized a test drive of
used Genesis cars on November 5, 2021, in Zallaq
Springs where it invited all its customers and followers to visit and enjoy the driving experience of all its
used Genesis cars.
For its part, MG Motor - Bahrain launched its allnew MG GT, which reflects the commitment of the
British-based brand to diversify its vehicle range by
unveiling a new sports model. The all-new MG GT
gives customers in the Kingdom of Bahrain a completely new alternative in the sedan segment. The
new issue in your hands includes plenty of activities
and events that we were keen to inform you about
because we believe in the importance of continuous
communication with you.
With the arrival of the new year, I would like to take
the opportunity to congratulate all of our valued
readers and wish them a healthy, happy and prosperous year ahead.

ALZAYANI INVEMENTS AND ZAYANI MOTORS ORGANIZE A NATIONAL DAY CELEBRATION
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MG BAHRAIN ANNOUNCES SPONSORSHIP OF MUHARRAQ CLUB

MG Bahrain has recently
signed a partnership deal with
Muharraq Club to sponsor the
Club’s basketball team in the
2021-2022 season.
The deal comes as part of the
British-born brand’s strategic
approach to engage with the
different sectors in the Kingdom, including the flourishing sports sector, in order to
strengthen its position as a
leading establishment in Bahrain and bolster its bonds with
the society.
The sponsorship was announced during a press conference held on October 14,
2020, at MG Showroom, in the
presence of Mr. Rashid Zayed
Alzayani, Managing Director at
Zayani Motors, the exclusive
distributor of MG Motor in the
Kingdom of Bahrain, Shaikh Abdulrahman bin Nasser Al Khalifa, Muharraq Club Board Member and Head of the Basketball
Section, representatives of the
media and a number of officials
in the club and company, as
well personalities involved in
the Bahraini sports scene.
During the Conference, Mr.
Rashid Zayed Alzayani
stressed MG’s keenness to
play an active role in the

sports sector, adding that this
is reflected by partnerships
and sponsorship deals the
brand has signed with various
sports clubs around the world,
including Al Ahli Football Club
in Saudi Arabia, Liverpool
Football Club in the UK and
many more.
Commenting further, Mr. Alzayani said: “We are thrilled
with the signing of this deal
with a well-established sports
club such as Muharraq Club.
This partnership would have a
positive impact on our efforts
to promote the diversity of MG
cars, which suit different tastes
and age groups, thanks to its
various sizes, features and
specifications. This move will
also highlight the exception-

al services and privileges offered by Zayani Motors as one
of the best car dealerships in
the Kingdom and the GCC region. Muharraq Club is in the
forefront of sports clubs in the
region, and we aspire, through
this partnership, to achieve
more growth, success and
prosperity together, and further
extend this fruitful relation.”
On his part, Shaikh Abdulrahman welcomed the signing of
the partnership deal with MG
Bahrain, stating that it would
certainly have a positive impact
on the team and push it towards
additional positive results at
the local, regional and continental levels.
On the occasion, Shaikh Abdulrahman stated: “This is a

delightful occasion and we
are excited to compete in the
upcoming tournaments and
leagues under the MG logo. MG
is a renowned brand with a solid global presence and a continuously growing reputation,
especially in our region. We believe that this partnership would
reflect positively on the team’s
performance, as well as the
Brand’s endeavours to cement
its leading position not only in
Bahrain, but also the region.”
MG Motor and Zayani Motors
have partnered to introduce
MG’s state-of-the-art fleet of
sedan and SUVs in the thriving Bahraini automotive market, making Zayani Motors the
sole and exclusive distributor
of the British-born brand in the
Kingdom. MG Motor and Zayani
Motors are keen to roll out sensational offers and promotions
for MG’s existing and new clients throughout the year, granting them the chance of winning
hundreds of rewardable prizes
and valuable discounts.
Learn more by visiting www.
mg-bahrain.com, or follow MG.
Bahrain on Facebook, mg_bah
on Instagram and MGBahrain
on Twitter, for the news and
updates.
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MG ZS EV; THE KINGDOM’S FIRST FULLY ELECTRIC SUV AVAILABLE TO ORDER
Cementing the pioneering position it holds as one of the
leading automotive dealerships in the Kingdom and the
region, MG Motor Bahrain Zayani Motors, the exclusive
distributor of MG Motor in the
Kingdom of Bahrain, has recently unveiled the MG ZS
EV; Bahrain’s only fully electric vehicle that is available to
order.
Available for prices starting
from BD12,180 the new sensation is a family-friendly
electric SUV that is designed
for those who want all the advantages of a zero-emissions
vehicle without compromising
on performance, practicality
or style.
Powered by a 44.5kWh, liquid-cooled, lithium-ion battery, delivering 353Nm of instant torque and with 105kW
of power, the MG ZS EV
grants a driving range of up to
263 kilometres from a single
charge, which is done seamlessly thanks to its CCS and
Type 2 ports, mounted within
the front grille for easy access
from either side of the car.
Moreover, the MG ZS EV can
be charged to up to 80 percent
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from a direct current rapid
charging point, while it would
take around seven hours to
fully charge at home through
a 7kW fixed wall charger.
The new vehicle comes in
three driving modes; Eco,
Normal and Sport, allowing
the car to fully adapt to your
everyday driving needs and
ensure you a smooth experience on city roads, off-roading or long-distance rides.
As for the cabin, the MG ZS
EV is equipped with a range of
features that make the cabin
feel comfortable, convenient
and relaxing, as it comes
with an eight-inch colour
touchscreen with Apple Car-

Play™ and Android Auto™,
six speakers surround sound
audio, satellite navigation
and more to further enhance
the level of technology found
within this family-friendly
electric SUV.
Additionally, the MG ZS EV
comes with MG PILOT; a combination of up to 10 onboard
easily-controlled
systems
that embody MG’s firm commitment to safety, ensuring
to keep you and your passengers safe by providing a
unique and extensive range
of safety and technology aids.
With its 10 Active Driver Safety, MG PILOT is constantly
sensing your surroundings

and keeping you alert for unseen hazards.
Commenting on the occasion,
Mr. Mohammed Zaki, General
Manager at Zayani Motors,
stated: “We are thrilled to be
the Kingdom’s pioneers in
the field of electric cars. The
world is changing now, with
tremendous efforts being
exerted to raise awareness
on the dangerous impacts of
carbon emissions on the environment. Hence, the global
approach is focused now on
promoting electrically-powered vehicles that do not
leave a heavy impact on the
environment. This has been
reflected by the announcement recently made by the
Government of the Kingdom
of Bahrain to bring carbon
emissions to net zero by
2060. At Zayani Motors, we
are glad to kickstart the trend
of the future, enabling our valued clients to purchase a fully-electric SUV with advanced
features.”
The MG ZS EV comes with
an unmatched eight-year or
200,000 km warranty on the
batteries (whichever comes
first) across the MENA region.

EURO MOTORS CELEBRATES BAHRAINI WOMEN’S DAY
Euro Motors, the importer and distributor of premium automotive
brands in Bahrain, takes this opportunity to wish success to all women
in honour of Bahraini Women’s Day.
A keen advocate of promoting
gender diversity, Euro Motors celebrates all its employees equally
and has a strong commitment to
inspire women to pursue careers in
the automotive industry. Euro Motors is the only dealership in Bahrain
to have made a conscious decision
to include women in every department, including marketing, service,
sales, CRM, warranty, administration, accounts and HR.
Group General Manager of Euro
Motors, David McGoldrick, said:
“Euro Motors is passionate about
its people and encourages equality with several initiatives and employee-led programmes, providing
equal opportunities for all.”
“Women are effecting change in
various industries and their growing
role can be seen across all sectors.
We, at Euro Motors, are committed
to empowering women to consider
a career in this dynamic industry by

providing access to the same jobs,
trainings and advantages.”
To honour women’s achievements
towards the development and progress of the Kingdom, Euro Motors
has taken various initiatives this
year to celebrate their contributions,
one of which was handing out special care hampers to its 24 female
employees. The other included a
collaboration with renowned executive and life coach, author and
HR consultant, Abeer Al Matooq, to
share an inspirational video message for its female employees and
customers. The video is a tribute to
all Bahraini women, who strive to
achieve their vision every day, with
focus, determination and passion.
Explaining the message behind the
video, Ms. Abeer Al Matooq said:
“Women have always been instrumental in making things happen in
any place and time, and during this
pandemic our role as women have
been key. As the rules of the game
changed, it required a great deal of
agility, perseverance and commitment. I believe that our women have
done all that with grace.”

EURO MOTORS LAUNCHES “LET’S SWITCH IT UP. YOU SELL. WE BUY.” CAMPAIGN
Euro Motors, the exclusive importer and
distributor for Jaguar Land Rover is inviting its customer to sell their Jaguar Land
Rover vehicles through a thrilling campaign “LET’S SWITCH UP, YOU SELL, WE
BUY”. The new campaign is designed to
help Jaguar Land Rover owners to sell
their vehicles, where Euro Motors is making the process of selling a car easier than
ever.
A new of a kind campaign designed to
place customers’ convenience as top priority, in which Euro Motors will offer its
valued customers to buy their vehicles
where the valuation process can be done
at their doorsteps. Moreover, the company offers competitive market value to their

vehicles and the option to complete payment process within 48 hours. All Jaguar
Land Rover models 2018 to 2020 are eligible through this offer.
Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover Assistant
General Manager Andi Woolley said: “We

are committed to provide new innovative
campaigns to adapt to our valued customers’ ever evolving needs and ensure their
satisfaction and convenience. Hence, the
LET’S SWITCH IT UP campaign comes to
serve this purpose.”
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JAGUAR LAND ROVER TRIALS WORLD-FIRST SUPPLY CHAIN FOR LEATHER USING BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY
Jaguar Land Rover has trialled the use of secure blockchain technology to ensure
full transparency within a sustainable leather supply chain.
In the world-first, Jaguar Land
Rover partnered with supply
chain traceability provider Circulor, leading UK leather manufacturer Bridge of Weir Leather Company and the University
of Nottingham to trial the use
of traceability technology in
the leather supply chain.
As well as tracking compliance, the digital process enabled Jaguar Land Rover to
assess the carbon footprint
of its leather supply network,
working with UK-based Bridge
of Weir Leather Company to
trace its lowest carbon leather from farm to finished article
– all part of Jaguar Land Rover’s commitment to reducing
the environmental and ethical
impact of its products across
their lifecycle.
Jaguar Land Rover is committed to offering customers
more sustainable and responsible material choices for their
vehicle interiors, such as the
premium natural fibre Eucalyptus textile interior available
on Range Rover Evoque, and
Kvadrat – a refined high-quality
wool blend textile that’s paired
with a suede cloth made from
53 recycled plastic bottles per
vehicle – available on Evoque,
Range Rover Velar and Jaguar’s all-electric I-PACE.
As part of the Innovate
UK-funded research, a ‘digital
twin’ of the raw material was
created, allowing its progress
to be tracked through the
leather supply chain simultaneously in the real world and
digitally. A combination of
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GPS data, biometrics and QR
codes was used to digitally
verify the movement of leather at every step of the process
using blockchain technology.
Defining the verification process has created a repeatable
blueprint for tracing a single piece of leather at every
stage. It can be used across
Jaguar Land Rover’s global
supply chain and by other industries that rely on leather,
such as fashion and footwear.
The project is part of Jaguar Land Rover’s Reimagine
strategy: a sustainability-rich
combination of modern luxury,
unique customer experiences,
and positive societal impact.
Reimagine aims to achieve net
zero carbon emissions across
its supply chain, products and
operations by 2039. Jaguar
Land Rover will work with industry experts to improve sustainability, reduce emissions
and collaborate on next-generation technology, data and
software development leadership.
Dave Owen, Jaguar Land Rover Executive Director of Supply
Chain, said: “We are currently
restructuring our supply chain
as part of Reimagine, with a fo-

cus on transparency and sustainability. The outcome from
this world-first trial will allow
us to further improve the sustainability of the leather supply
chain around the globe, ensuring the complete traceability
of raw materials from origin to
vehicle.
“This is one step in our journey to net zero carbon emissions across our supply chain,
products and operations by
2039, enabled by leading edge
digital capabilities.”
Through InMotion, its venture
capital and mobility services
arm, Jaguar Land Rover previously announced an investment in Circulor, allowing the
company to source premium
materials with greater transparency as to the provenance,
welfare, and compliance of
suppliers throughout its networks.
The technology could be deployed to trace other commodities. Circulor is already
using blockchain to improve
the traceability of minerals
used for electric vehicle batteries. Blockchain technology is impossible to modify or
tamper with, giving customers greater confidence that

the sustainable supply chain
is authentic, and all materials have been sustainably
sourced.
Dr. Warren Bowden, Innovation and Sustainability Director of Scottish Leather
Group, said “In partnership
with Jaguar Land Rover and
the University of Nottingham,
we believe there is a clear opportunity to implement blockchain technology to enhance
the existing, world-leading
standards of traceability and
transparency that exist within
UK agriculture and its Cattle
Tracing Scheme.
“At Bridge of Weir, we see
the potential to create carbon-positive leather – if we
source from local farms
where the livestock is grass
fed, where there is no deforestation, and we couple
this responsible approach to
sourcing with ongoing innovation to create zero carbon
and zero waste manufacturing
processes. The blockchain
technology developed in this
trial will enable each stage in
the process, and the entire
leather supply chain, to be
accurately tracked and measured.”

EURO MOTORS JAGUAR LAND ROVER BAHRAIN LAUNCHES “WE ARE THINKING PINK!” INITIATIVE

Euro Motors, the exclusive importer and distributor for Jaguar Land Rover hosted a breast
cancer awareness session to
its employees in collaboration
with Bahrain Specialist Hospital
as part of their “We are Thinking
Pink!” initiative. The event which
was organized for Jaguar Land
Rover female employees was
held at Euro Motors showroom
on 13th October 2021.
Euro Motors organized this session as part of the company’s
corporate social responsibility
efforts to further educate female
employees about this common
disease which coincide with

the breast cancer awareness
month. During this session, an
oncologist from Bahrain Specialist Hospital shed light on
breast cancer and its possible
treatment, through an interactive
educational presentation that
includes risk factors, warning
signs and early detection tips.
Furthermore, the oncologist
urged all females to conduct a
routine check-up given that it is
the only way to detect this disease in early stages, in which
the recovery rate would be higher. Educational materials were
distributed to provide more information and health tips. Following

the session, Bahrain Specialist
Hospital scheduled a screening
for all Euro Motor’s female employees.
Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover Assistant General Manager
Andi Woolley said:” At Euro Motors, our employee’s health and
well-being are our top priority,
we continue to find ways to support them through hosting various health related sessions as
part of our global CSR approach.
These lectures are organized
to empower and educate employees about breast health as
well as to encourage our female
employees to conduct regular

check-ups”.
He further added: “We would like
to take this opportunity and extend our appreciation to Bahrain
Specialist Hospital represented
by its outstanding medical team
for organizing yet another successful event. We feel proud to
host this session every year to
further support this noble cause.”
It is worth noting that Euro Motors
organizes several health-related
activities as part of its corporate
social responsibility program
that promote common health issues and diseases to further extend its support to its employees
and the community at large.

FIRST MOTORS LAUNCHES AN
EXCEPTIONAL END OF YEAR
OFFER FOR ITS GENESIS
CUSTOMERS
First Motors, the official distributor of Genesis in Bahrain, has launched an exciting
end of year campaign to ensure its Genesis customers can take a trip into the New
Year in style.
Customers can enjoy attractive benefits
across the Genesis range giving them
more reasons to purchase the Genesis
model of their choice. To ensure that Genesis customers have a hassle-free buying
and ownership experience, each model includes a five-year 100,000km service con-

tract – covering maintenance work, ss well
as additional benefits including five years
or unlimited km manufacturer warranty ensuring that clients can feel confident in

their buying decision, as well as five years
roadside assistance service for peace of
mind. Moreover, a lifetime warranty, and
two years Genesis Concierge Service.
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FIRST MOTORS ORGANIZES A
TEST DRIVE EVENT FOR HYUNDAI
AT ZALLAQ SPRINGS

First Motors, the exclusive distributor of Hyundai
vehicles in the Kingdom of Bahrain, organized a
test drive event for its Hyundai cars on the 19th of
November 2021.
Clients were able to enjoy the exclusive cars in
an exciting and fun atmosphere where they were
able to drive the latest 2022 models of Tucson,
Creta, Kona, Sonata and Santa FE.
Clients can find all the Hyundai cars at the showroom located at Maameer which is open from Saturday to Thursday from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm.
For more information customers can contact First
Motors on 1712 1121.

GENESIS TEST DRIVE EVENT AT
COSTA COFFEE

First Motors, the exclusive distributor of Genesis vehicles in the Kingdom of Bahrain, is cooperation with Costa Coffee, which hosted the new
Genesis G80 and Genesis GV80 at Costa Coffee,
Sakhir branch on Friday, November 12, 2021. At
the event, First Motors introduced these highly
acclaimed models from luxury Genesis brand,
capturing the attention of both general visitors
and ardent car enthusiasts alike and drawing in
a higher turnout as our valued customers had
the opportunity to test drive the fabulist Genesis
car while enjoying a complimentary cup of coffee from Costa.
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ALZAYANI INVESTMENTS
GROUP ORGANIZES A TRIP
TO DOLPHIN RESORT

In accordance with World Children’s Day,
Alzayani Investments organized a field
trip to the Dolphin Resort. The children
got to learn about sealife, interacted with
the animals and were very entertained
by the performances, making it a special
day to them and to Alzayani Investments
Group.

JAGUAR XF MAKES ITS 007
DEBUT IN NO TIME TO DIE
The Jaguar XF will demonstrate its
exceptional performance and exhilarating driving dynamics in a thrilling
chase sequence in the new James
Bond film No Time To Die in cinemas
07 October in the region.
Filmed in Matera, Southern Italy, two
XF saloons weave through the narrow,
twisting city streets, driving across piazzas and down cobbled steps in pursuit of James Bond.
Both XFs feature Jaguar’s all-wheel
drive system with Intelligent Driveline
Dynamics, which delivered incredible
levels of traction on the low-grip surfaces as No Time To Die’s henchmen
demonstrate that no street is too small
and no corner too tight. The saloon’s
lightweight aluminium-intensive architecture and advanced suspension
design enable exceptional handling
and agility together outstanding ride,
comfort and refinement.
Chris Corbould, No Time To Die’s special effects and action vehicle supervisor, said: “The Jaguar XF was an
exciting choice for this high-intensity
car sequence. We always look to push
the boundaries to extreme limits in our

stunts, and this extends to the capabilities of the vehicles too. There is no
compromise with this particular scene.
There were only inches to spare in the
narrow alleyways and no margin for
error, the XF shows its performance
and driving dynamics.”
Anna Gallagher, Jaguar Brand Director, said: “The Jaguar XF is a car
designed to tackle any journey with
an unrivalled balance of luxury, comfort and refinement. Whether it’s a

high-speed pursuit through twisting
streets and piazzas of Southern Italy,
where the car filmed it’s No Time To
Die chase sequences, or the bustling
streets of London – the XF really is a
car for every occasion.”
No Time To Die is directed by Cary Joji
Fukunaga and stars Daniel Craig, who
returns for the fifth and final time as
Ian Fleming’s James Bond 007. The
film will be released in cinemas 30
September in the region.
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GENESIS PREMIERES THE GV60, A LUXURY EV THAT DELIVERS INTERACTIVE MOBILITY
Genesis has unveiled its first
dedicated electric vehicle, the
GV60, a model that embodies
the brand’s journey towards
electrification.
On Thursday, September 30
(KST), Genesis held the GV60
Digital World Premiere event
online. During the event, the
brand unveiled a film on the
Genesis Worldwide YouTube
channel that introduced the
world to the GV60’s design philosophy and key product values.
The film, entitled ‘Plug Into
Your Senses’, introduces the
vehicle’s various technologies
through a narration that personifies the GV60 and highlights its interactions with the
driver.
The GV60 follows the same
model naming scheme as
Genesis’ existing lineup, highlighting the brand’s continuous
commitment to its values even
after electrification. The vehicle also marks the beginning
of “luxury brand lineup that
interacts with drivers”, as presented during the brand vision
announcement on September
2.
“The GV60 is the first dedicated EV model with the most
dynamic design, representing
Genesis’ electrification. It will
set a new standard for luxury
electric vehicles with a powerful driving performance and
various key features based on
interactions with customers,”
said Jay Chang, Global Head of
Genesis brand.
“The GV60 is a symbolic model that materializes the unique
values and the sensibilities that
Genesis stands for. It offers a
satisfying experience to our
customers who want something valuable, but different,”
said Luc Donckerwolke, Chief
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Creative Officer of Genesis
brand.
Setting a new standard for
luxury EV design
The GV60 is a high-performance electric vehicle with
a sleek and athletic coupé
crossover utility vehicle (CUV)
design that is expands Genesis’ ‘Athletic Elegance’ design
identity into the sustainable
luxury space.
Featuring Two Lines lamps,
the front design perfectly complements the vehicle’s refined
and voluminous body. Iconic
and instantly recognizable,
the Two-Line design is a symbol of Genesis vehicles.
The Genesis signature Crest
Grille moves to a lower position to accommodate cooling
requirements specific to the
dedicated high performance
EV platform. An EV specific
detail that highlights Genesis’
transition to the sustainable
era.
As a first for Genesis, the GV60
features a Clamshell Hood, a
single panel which combines
the hood and fenders, creating a sleek impression. The
vehicle also comes with a new
wing emblem on the hood.

Decorated with the Guilloché
pattern often seen in luxury
watches, the thickness of the
emblem has been reduced by
nearly 80 percent compared to
the previous one.
The GV60’s body surfacing is
seamless and minimal without
undercuts or character lines.
Yet, the muscular volumes
bulging beneath the surface
pushing out the wide stance
characterizes the visual presence of GV60.
The coupé silhouette, streamlined from the hood to the
spoiler, solidifies a more athletic profile with a short overhang and a long wheelbase of
2,900 mm.
In addition, the chrome Volt
DLO (Day Light Opening),
which begins from the top of
the windshield towards the rear
with a distinctive V shape, is

another design element that
demonstrates the dynamism
and anti conformist style of the
GV60.
Furthermore, the GV60 accentuates its cutting-edge look
with digital side mirrors and
electric door handles. The
handles automatically pop up
when the driver approaches the
car with their smart key.
At the rear of the GV60, the
coupé roof profile ends with
a distinctive fixed wing spoiler. The shoulder volume of
the rear fender, emphasizes
the vehicle’s side stance, further highlighting its dynamic,
high-performance electric vehicle image. The finishing touch
of the GV60’s rear is the Genesis signature Two Line lamps.
Luxurious and functional interior space with exclusive color
options.

THE ALL-NEW 2022 MG GT – A REBELLIOUS SPORTS SEDAN LAUNCHED IN BAHRAIN
MG Motor has launched the
all-new MG GT, reflecting the
British-born brand’s commitment to diversify its line-up
by unveiling a sporty new
model.
The all-new MG GT offers
Bahrain car buyers a fresh
new alternative in the sedan
sector, with its aggressive
sporty looks and 1.5L and
1.5T powertrains for optimum
power and performance.
Inspired by the classic twodoor MGB sports car, the allnew MG GT is the third sedan
to join MG’s growing line-up
of cost-efficient and highvalue-for-money cars. With
the brand’s focus on younger buyers, as demonstrated
by its “Do More” ethos, the
new model is set to resonate
strongly with the region’s
demographic, as this model
reflects the customers’ independence, aspirations, passion and rebelliousness, all
of which are a result of their
active and daring mindset.
The all-new 1.5T MG GT is
equipped with a highly-efficient four-cylinder turbocharged engine and a DCT
gearbox, which delivers
maximum horsepower of 173
PS and 250N.m maximum
torque to accelerate the car
from 0-100 km/h in 8 seconds.
The 1.5L model is equipped
with a fourth-generation, fuel
efficient, 118 PS 1.5L engine
and an iCVT gearbox. Both
models are equipped with
an XDS curve dynamic control system, which adds to
the driving experience. The
dynamic performance is further assisted by the sports
chassis, which is of aerospace-grade aluminum and
has a compact structure, re-

sulting in high driving comfort and stronger handling
stability.
The all-new MG GT is the
brand’s first sports sedan
to feature the third generation of its family design language. A large ‘Digital Flaming Grille’ is separated from
the narrow, LED headlights,
enhancing the powerful and
dynamic presence. Complementing the strong downward-pressing bonnet, at
the rear the all-new MG GT
features a slightly upturned
ducktail, which reinforces
the sporty look. An end-toend chrome line along with
the wide shoulder of the car,
and optional tomahawk alloy
wheels (Michelin Tyres), add
to the premium look and feel.
The dynamic look and feel is
reflected in the interior, which
is available in contrasting

red or black. The seats’ structure adopts a design layout
that considers and takes into
account the principles of ergonomics, providing optimal
comfort for the driver and
better support for the body.
A large 10” touch screen is
fitted as standard, with both
Android Auto and Apple CarPlay, enabling the drivers to
seamlessly use their smartphones with the car.
Befitting MG’s reputation for
offering great value, the allnew MG GT is well-equipped
with a range of technologies that reflect MG’s forward-thinking approach. The
model comes with a body
electronic stability control
system, and a PDC rear reversing radar, as well as MG
Pilot intelligent driving assistance system, a 360° view
monitoring system, cruise

control and forward collision
warning among other features.
Tom Lee, Managing Director of MG Motor Middle East,
commented: “The all-new
MG GT serves as testimony
to our challenger brand status as we continually seek to
exceed expectations, while
also introducing a new direction in regards to our design language. The model
is a well-equipped car that
will further enhance the diverse nature of our exceptional line-up in the Middle
East. It is also the ideal model for younger buyers who
are looking for a cost-efficient, sporty car that delivers
strong performance and provides drivers with an exciting
driving experience, while simultaneously reflecting their
rebellious spirit.”
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THE NEW RANGE ROVER LAUNCHED IN STYLE AT BAHRAIN INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT
Euro Motors, the exclusive importer and distributor for luxury automotive manufacturer
Jaguar Land Rover in Bahrain,
unveiled Land Rover’s highly
anticipated New Range Rover, introducing the vehicle to an
enthusiastic audience during an
exclusive event held on 15th of
November, at the Bahrain International Circuit.
The event welcomed more than
400 guests including VIPs and
customers who were treated
to an outstanding launch of the
latest member of the Land Rover
family. The New Range Rover
was displayed at the event, offering guests an exclusive look
at the new luxury SUV that features a breathtaking modernity
and unmatched performance,
providing more refinement than
ever before. Additionally, the
new Range Rover was also displayed at Jewelry Arabia and
Euro Motors showroom on the
16th and 17th of November.
Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover
Assistant General Manager Andi
Woolley says: “We are thrilled
to officially introduce the New
Range Rover in the Kingdom
of Bahrain. This comes as part
of our commitment to offer our
dear customers the very latest in
the Land Rover line-up. With the
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spectacular reveal of our latest
luxury flagship SUV, we continue to raise the bar even higher
and serve our customers to the
best of our abilities”.
The new Range Rover continues to break new ground in the
Land Rover’s line, with compelling design and greater levels
of elegance, intuitive technology, exclusivity and luxury, a
perfect interpretation of a modern vehicle. The fifth generation of the Land Rover flagship
model has been redesigned
with beautifully upgraded exterior and interior, combines
with state-of-the-art technologies, showcasing the pioneering achievements of 50 years of
evolution.

FIRST MOTORS ORGANIZES A TEST DRIVE EVENT FOR ITS CARS AT AL NAKHEEL CENTER
First Motors, the exclusive distributor of
Genesis vehicles in the Kingdom of Bahrain, organized a test drive event for its
Genesis preowned cars on the 5th of November 2021.
The company invited all its customers

and followers to enjoy and experience
driving all the preowned cars from 4:00
pm to 6:00pm.
First Motors is the first dealership in Bahrain to organize a test drive for its preowned cars.

Customers were able to find all the preowned cars at the showroom located at
Maameer. The showroom is open from
Saturday to Thursday from 8:00 am to
7:00 pm. For more information customers
can contact First Motors on 1712 1121.
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MOTORTREND NAMES GENESIS GV70 2022 SUV OF THE YEAR
MotorTrend announced today the Genesis GV70 as the winner of its “Golden
Calipers” for SUV of the Year. Besting
nearly three dozen candidates, this
year’s SUV of the Year stood out from
the formidable competition thanks to
its strong value proposition, stellar
driving experience, engaging design,
and an expansive package of standard
features.
“We’re thrilled to honor the Genesis
GV70 with our SUV of the Year award,”
said MotorTrend Group Head of Editorial, Ed Loh. “The GV70 astounds in
the way it achieves all-around excellence thanks to its fresh design, ample
power, comfortable ride quality, and
impressive feature set; MotorTrend’s
2022 SUV of the Year hits all the right
notes, and does it all at an unbelievable
price.”
The Genesis GV70 was judged the winner from a field of 35 total all-new or
significantly redesigned SUVs by excelling against the MotorTrend of the
Year award’s six key criteria: safety,
efficiency, value, advancement in de14 | Final Quarter 2021

sign, engineering excellence, and performance of intended function.
“We are humbled that customers and industry experts have recognized GV70’s
distinct character and our commitment
to excellence,” said Claudia Marquez,
Chief Operating Officer of Genesis Motor America. “With its bold design and
suite of technology and safety features,
GV70 delivers unrivaled comfort without sacrificing a dynamic driving experience.”
The GV70 nails it in terms of design
with a look that is unconventional and
fresh, and an exterior style that manages to deliver a distinctive and rich
impression. “The design brings its
own kind of luxury to the equation,”
MotorTrend Mexico editor Miguel Cortina said. “Genesis isn’t trying to copy
Europe or America or Japan—the GV70
does its own thing.”
The story is the same in the cabin, which
could only have been crafted by a luxury brand thinking beyond the norm.
Its enormous 14.5-inch touchscreen
is standard on every GV70, and it has

more rear-seat space than a number of
competitors thanks to front seat backs
that have been carved out to accommodate more knee room. In the cargo area
you find 28.9 cubic feet of usable space
behind the rear seats, more than almost
every vehicle in the segment.
Genesis has also been making a name
for itself by offering an extensive amount
of standard features for its vehicles at a
competitive price point, and the GV70 is
no different. It comes impressively well
equipped with AWD, adaptive cruise
control, lane centering, blind-spot monitoring, and that 14.5-inch screen. But beyond all of its copious equipment, what
really drives the GV70’s value proposition home is how considered and compelling the package feels as a whole.
In a segment stuffed with intriguing options, the Genesis GV70, which melds
scintillating dynamics with huge value
and a level of practicality that’s rare
among luxury vehicles, is nothing short
of a revelation— and as a result it is the
only choice for the 2022 MotorTrend
SUV of the Year honor.

